
Developing the 
Southfield Grange Trust 

as a new
‘Bradford SEND MAT’.



DfE data projections ‘SFR24-2015’ and ‘SFR25-2016’ 
published in 2015, and refined in 2016, show a significant 
new trend with numbers in special schools having risen 
from a low of 77,000 in 2010, to 87,000 in 2015, and 
projected to rise further to reach 105,000 by 2025. 

The predicted 20% growth in demand (2015-25) for the 
most specialist SEND provision is provided with a discrete 
funding stream described in ‘A guide to new special free 
school revenue funding 2016 to 2017’ (DfE April 2016), so 
that much of the growth in demand can be met through 
the existing Free Schools delivery programme. 

A bit about the national SEND context



The Bradford District has experienced a significant increase 
in demand for SEND/AP provision in the last 10 years that 
reflects, and possibly exceeds, the national picture. 

Projections for changes between 2014 and 2018 anticipate 
that the District’s primary school population will increase 
by 4.9% and the District’s secondary school population will 
increase by 10.4%. This makes an overall increase of 7.1%. 

The Local Authority’s recent SEND review for the district 
outlines the increased demand and need for a further 360 
places for SLD / ASC, and a further 80 places for SEMH, by 
2018. 

The local picture in Bradford



• Two schools under one BSF roof – one mainstream, one special;

• Opened in 2011, creating an ‘inclusive campus’ for 2000 students;

• Converted in 2013 as a Multi Academy Trust with £18 million p.a.

• Provides 1800 secondary places 11-18 + mainstream ASD unit;

• Grown from 200 to 260 ‘generic’ special places 11-19 since 2014;

• 2015 onwards working with LA to develop new SEND provision;

• Mainstream school graded ‘Inadequate’ May 2016….

• ‘Re-brokerage’ conversation with RSC, leading to:

The Southfield Grange Trust



Plans for linked Bradford schools 

Grange Technology College and Southfield School 

to join new academy trusts.

Operating under a new name, The Shanidar Trust will include Southfield School and run as a trust

made up of local schools for young people with special educational needs and disabilities. It will

contain Delius School in Barkerend, and other Bradford special schools will be invited to convert as

academies and join the trust.

Trust Chief Executive, Dominic Wall said: “This development arises out of the significant changes

made by the Trust, and the overall improvements achieved by staff and students of Grange, as well

as the strong and growing reputation of Southfield School as a centre of excellence for special

educational needs.”



• A dedicated MAT for High Needs Block providers;

• Working in partnership with the LA to develop the Local Offer;

• Home to ‘generic’ LDD, AP/PRU, specialist units in mainstream;

• CPD hub for SEND in mainstream and special via Shanidar TSA;

• Developing the commissioner – provider dialogue started by the 

existing voluntary partnership model;

• Creating strategic partnerships and collaborative opportunities, 

because it is key to the sustainability of HNB services.

The ‘new Bradford SEND MAT’
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• The Shanidar Cave is an archaeological site located in   the 
Zagros Mountains in the Kurdistan region of Iraq.

• Between 1957 and 1961 American archaeologists excavated 
the remains of early humans who were buried in the cave 
around 50,000 years ago.

• The first skeleton (Shanidar 1 – known as ‘Nandy’) was found 
to be a 45-50 year old male who had been injured in childhood, 
leading to right side paralysis and lifelong disability that would 
have left him dependent on his community.

• Also found in the burial in the Shanidar cave was evidence 
that these early ancestors had buried their dead carefully and 
with honour, including laying the deceased on a bed of flowers.

A bit about Shanidar



To deliver education and other 
services for the community, 
through a highly effective multi 
academy trust, which supports 
and develops unique and 
distinctive schools, and works 
collaboratively with partner 
agencies to ensure that the 
‘Born in Bradford’ generation 
is supported by a specialist 
SEND Multi Academy Trust.

The vision for the 
Shanidar Trust



The Shanidar MAT culture

• Safe Happy Learning is the foundation.

• We seek to enable our learners to 

become Confident, Resilient, and 

Independent young adults.

• Collaboration in pursuit of world class 

specialist SEND provision, is our goal.

• British Values protect diversity (OBON).

• Open to all and exclusive of none.

Memory Juma



Collaboration is our priority
Established in cohort 10, we seek partners for Shanidar TSA, a specialist
Teaching School Alliance, to establish a centre of excellence in special
educational needs, disability and inclusive education, building on the
achievements of the District Achievement Partnership in Bradford, and
training expert teachers and specialist associate staff for the future.



Development of the continuing 
Shanidar Trust 2017/19

1) ‘Divest’ phase – establish a partnership plan for an inclusive secondary campus 

as ‘home’ for continuing SGT and the new Guiseley MAT as Delius joins, and 

GTC leaves the existing MAT.

2) From September 2017 – develop Shanidar Teaching School Alliance, to 

provide support and CPD for Bradford’s special and mainstream schools in the 

area of SEND and inclusive education.

3) By December 2017 – apply to the RSC to open new ‘BD5’ SEND Free School 

for 180 children aged 4-19, with Delius Special School.

4) 2017/18 - Southfield supports District PRU as a National Support School.

5) From Jan 2018 - through dialogue with LA and RSC the new MAT re-opens 

DPRU as an AP academy.

6) September 2018 – possible admission of Oastler’s School to new MAT (once 

deficit issue is resolved by LA).



Bradford’s Special Free School Ambition

1) LA analysis of shortfall in High Needs Block = need for 360 places by 2020.

2) Ward analysis of EHCP pressure prioritises Keighley and Bradford South.

3) Primary Need pressure in areas of ASD, SLD and SEMH.

4) Admission pressures in EYFS, KS2, KS3 and 16-19.

5) DAP collaborative ‘friendly bids in parallel’: 

• Chellow, Beechcliffe and Titus Salt to support 120 place all age SLD 

‘Amelia Salt Special Free School’ in Saltaire,

• Delius and Southfield to support 180 place all age, generic,  ‘BD5 Special 

Free School’ at Southfield Grange Campus.

6) LA ‘Expression of Interest’ approved for 40 SEMH therapeutic residential Free 

School with multi-agency services on site; no identified provider.
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Who does what?

The Members - a body of people from the city and the sector who uphold 
the Objects of the Trust and ensure we follow our agreed principles:

…fulfils the ‘community’ element of our vision.

The Board of Trustees/Directors - Oversees standards, strategy, finance, 
employment, leadership and management on a trust-wide basis:

…fulfils the ‘highly effective’ element of our vision.

Local Governing Bodies - provide governance for each school –
understanding the schools at a more detailed level:

…fulfils the ‘unique and distinctive schools’ element of the vision.
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